
 

Europe	  -‐	  Eurasia	  Meeting	  
Sunday,	  9	  January	  2011	  

World	  Scout	  Conference,	  Brazil	  
 

1	  Opening	  of	  meeting	  
Participants were welcomed by to the meeting by Bagrat Yesayan, past Chairman of the Eurasia Scout 
Committee and Henrik Soderman, Vice-Chairman of the European Scout Committee. It was recognized 
that due to changes in travel plans some participants to the Conference would not arrive in time for this 
informal meeting and an extra session was possible on Tuesday at 1930 for 1 hour.  
 

2	  Updates	  and	  progress	  since	  last	  meeting	  in	  Korea	  in	  2008	  
2.1 New and continued partnerships between NSO/NSAs 
 

• Georgia and Switzerland - 10 years project 
• Germany and Kazakhstan - more than 10 years, youth exchanges, training and social projects.  
• Russia and Finland - training in management, in Kaliningrad 
• Armenia and Denmark – youth training (also involving UK) 
• Azerbaijan and Norway - institutional support and engagement, 16 trainings, new groups, 

200,000 euro 
• Azerbaijan and Turkey 2009 - training, expansion, growth, inter religious seminar, annual camps 

in Turkey 
• Azerbaijan and Switzerland - growing relations since WSJ 10 years ago 
• Azerbaijan and European Region - institutional support on funding applications and European 

Youth Forum network meetings  
 
2.2 1st Europe-Eurasia Meeting – Kiev, April 2009 
23 participants met to receive information on key priorities in both Regions. They were joined by the 
Secretary General and the Vice-Chairman of the World Scout Committee.  
Specific project information was exchanged and a declaration encapsulated the spirit of cooperation that 
exists at all levels. Unfortunately some of the follow-up was rather slow in developing, but there was 
certainly great benefit in this face to face meeting.  
 
2.3 European Scout Plan 
The European Scout Plan contains an area of work promoting Relationships with other Regions and the 
success of this will be as a result of the bilateral and multilateral relations developed by NSO/NSAs. 
However, the Regions will look for ways of strengthening institutional cooperation. 
 
2.4 Participation in events 
Due to funding available through the Council of Europe, it had been possible for Europe to provide 
sponsorship for significant numbers from Eurasia to participate in the Academy in Greece.  
Participants had also been enabled to participate in the Overtures Network meeting held in Luxembourg. 
Staff from Eurasia had also participated in the Training Commissioners Network meeting in Spain.  
Unfortunately, the conditions and geographical scope of the grants did not apply to all countries in the 
Eurasia Region. 
 
2.5 Council of Europe and European Youth Forum 
The Council of Europe stretched to the Ural Mountains and so the two Regions had common concerns and 
issues which could be brought to the attention of policy makers. There was growing communication 
between the Committees and Offices to ensure that we maximize the influence and positive contribution 
of Scouting in the European platforms, including with the European Youth Forum.  
 

3	  Discussion	  on	  next	  steps	  
3.1 Europe-Eurasia study session, Budapest, Hungary 13-17 February  
All Eurasia NSOs who could be part of the Council of Europe application and European NSO/NSAs with 
specific interest would be part of this session which was planned between the two Regions.  



 

 
3.2 2nd Europe-Eurasia meeting, Prague, Czech Republic, 25-27 November 
Partnership forms were being collected and all interested NSO/NSAs should return these forms quickly as 
an application is being prepared with a 1 February deadline. Further preparation should be done by 
participant associations to ensure that the meeting will have useful outcomes. 
 
3.3 New partnerships 
These were encouraged and to facilitate this all were urged to take part in the mapping exercise to 
establish where there were existing projects. Forms were distributed.  
 
3.4 Roverway 2012 – 20-28 July 2012 
It was indicated that participants from Eurasia would be most welcome at Roverway 2012, the major 
youth event in the European Region.  
 
3.5 Regional Events 
The European Region will publish shortly its list of Seminars and Events for 2011. A preliminary list was 
already distributed in November. Most events are organized jointly with the Europe Region WAGGGS. 
Most events were open to participants except where the participant profile specifies that the event is for 
particular categories. However, if there is interest, a specific invitation may be possible – such as for the 
Regional Conferences. See www.europak-online.net 
 
3.6 Funding 
It is sometimes easier to receive money from major world institutions such as the Soros Foundation. 
Likewise, funding is easier if there are multiple partners. There is an onus on existing partnerships to be 
more open to including other partners and to involve regional offices in getting responses from NSOs.  
 
4 Conclusions 
All were encouraged to write up existing projects and to look for was of being good neighbours and close 
contacts so that all young people in both Regions would be aware of the worldwide family of Scouting and 
to have their experienced enhanced through inter-Regional cooperation.  
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